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Why xAurora Extreme Features Menu References are not exposing to debugger or other low 
level program and the purpose?  
 

 

Native Mode Menus  
 



 

Special Kernel Mode Menus (Innovation from Sri Lanka) 
 



 



These menu references are directly connected to the Ring-0 Kernel mode operations.  

If the PC already infected by Rootkit or any other Kernel mode Malware, these are the direct 
references to exploit and gain hooking to the Windows Kernel. Because entire set of the 
following menu references are working with Kernel Mode Drivers. 

How we achieved it?  

When the browser loads to the memory, there is a specific User Mode Anti-Hook client will 
be loaded with the browser. This Agent is giving the full fledge protection to the EXTREME 
FEATURES MENU REFERENCES Pointers. 

 



END NOTE 

Since I have applied the Extreme Anti Debugging Protection Schemas to xAurora Browser, 
Debuggers and Kernel Mode Applications will not be capturing any of the operational events 
of Menu References in xAurora. That’s what we called “EXTREME TECHNOLOGY”. The 
xAurora Extreme PoC (Proof of Concepts) will be finalized. 

 
In the Kalinga’s blog Mr. Prasan Hettiarchchi, Mr. Kalinga Athulathmudali, Mr. 
FallenZeraphine and Mr. Thathagatha tried to prove xAurora Extreme Features Menu to be 
Fake things. They have used Resource Viewer/Heaventools PE Explorer to harvest the core 
of xAurora. PE Explorer is just another general PE Editor/Resource Editor. I think they don’t 
have much knowledge of harvesting the Deep core of a Packed/Protected executable files.  
 
Like I have explained, in KMD(s) White Paper, I have applied many protection schemes to the 
browser’s main executable file. Obviously, they can not prove it with using these types of 
LAMER TOOLS.  

Also all the MENU REFERENCE KERNEL HOOKS are flowing through the Invisible Mode Anti-
Hook Client to the Anti-Hook Server. Invisible KERNEL hooks will hide all the possible Kernel 
and Marshall (NTDLL) Hooks from xAurora and vise versa. That’s why you may never been 
able to see any the menu reference flows running in the browser, even when you loaded 
browser in to any debugger. I have used most of custom made API(s) and NT Undocumented 
API(s) for better protection of the browser.  

SPECIAL NOTE 

I am sending the unwrapped (Protection Removed) xAurora Main Executable file to Mr. 
Gotaimbara to do the Live Demo and PoC of KMD Availability in the browser.   

CONCLUSION 

Kalinga’s blog Mr. Prasan Hettiarchchi, Mr. Kalinga Athulathmudali, Mr. FallenZeraphine and 
Mr. Thathagatha’s reverse engineering methodologies are very lamer and they have very 
basic NT Kernel/Low Level knowledge. Also they may never work with UNDOCUMENTED NT 
API(s) in NT Subsystem.  



This guideline document will help you to understand why Mr. Prasan Hettiarchchi, Mr. 
Kalinga Athulathmudali, Mr. FallenZeraphine and Mr. Thathagatha’s xAurora Kernel Mode 
Extreme Features Menu References PoC failed and they couldn’t prove it.  

I know my own code better than all of you. Because, I am the founder of xAurora’s concepts 
and I am the programmer of the xAurora Web Browser. No one can admit the wrong 
conclusion without proving it in the real world and to the community. Because, xAurora is a 
COPYRIGHTED, TRADEMARKED and PATENTED SOFTWARE.   

xAurora is a great Sri Lankan product that entirely coded in Win32 Assembly Language. 
Hope you may be able to understand it. In future I will show you many stories behind the 
xAurora case. Hope Mr. Gotaimbara will help me to sort out the matters soon. Thank you 
very much for the great support and your support in the future is greatly appreciated.  

Kind Regards 

Dr. Sameera de Alwis 

Founder - Team xAurora 2009 

 
  


